Parent Emergency Response Checklist

To prevent possibly risking the safety of your child and their classmates, it is important for parents to understand what the St. Helena Unified School District and Police Department require of them during emergency situations.

- **SHUSD Emergency Protocols for Parents:**
  - Make sure your contact information (phone, email, address, etc.) are up to date. **DO NOT BLOCK SCHOOL COMMUNICATIONS** or you may not receive emergency notifications.
  - SHUSD advocates the RUN, HIDE, or FIGHT emergency response and as such post emergency reunification locations may vary.
  - Wait for communication and directions through BlackBoard (text, email, and voice).
    - Although understandably compelled, please try NOT to go to your child’s school.
    - An emergency operations and communications location will be established by the police. Location(s) TBD.
  - ONLY pick-up your child when and where directed and safe to do so.
  - Sign up with local emergency communication systems or apps:
    - Nixle: [https://www.nixle.com/](https://www.nixle.com/)
    - Everbridge Nixle: [https://www.nixle.com/app/](https://www.nixle.com/app/)
  - Local Non-emergency Contacts:
    - St. Helena Police Department: 707-967-2850
    - St. Helena Fire Department: 707-967-2880
    - St. Helena Hospital: 707-967-3611